The Lewisham and Lee Green Low-Traffic
Neighbourhood: A Consultation Response from
Make Lee Green
Summary
Make Lee Green is a residents’ group that supports measures to improve the
health and quality of life of people in the Lee Green area and across Lewisham.
We appreciate the opportunity to provide feedback on the Lewisham and Lee
Green Low-Traffic Neighbourhood. We are asking that the Council maintain the
current LTN and restore the parts that were removed last year. We would like to
see school streets implemented in full for all seven schools in the Lee Green area.
We would also like the Council to move swiftly to deliver on its commitment to
implement LTNs right across the Borough.
The arguments for this are clear. The Lewisham and Lee Green Low-Traffic
Neighbourhood is working in the areas where it is fully implemented. The
Council’s own monitoring proves this. Traffic is substantially reduced, with
lower emissions and quieter, healthier streets. Surrounding roads are also
benefiting. Residents are responding by choosing walking and cycling as a safe
alternative to driving. Any decision to remove or further dilute the LTN would
see these benefits lost, would neuter the Council’s Climate Emergency Action
Plan and Transport Strategy and would put Lewisham at risk of further funding
cuts from central Government.
The choice is between a positive vision of Lewisham as a safer, healthier, more
sustainable community, or one where we surrender our streets to everincreasing levels of traffic and pollution. We urge the Mayor and Council to make
the right decision for the people you are elected to represent.
About Make Lee Green
Make Lee Green is a self-organised
group of residents based in and
around the Lee Green area. We
currently have around 50 active
contributors and a social media
following of over 700. Make Lee
Green was formed to support the
introduction of the Lewisham and
Lee Green Low-Traffic
Neighbourhood. We have
campaigned for the retention and
expansion of the LTN and support
measures that reduce pollution,

make our streets safer and
encourage active, cohesive
communities.
We are a YIMBY group. We want
change, not just in our own back
yards, but right across the Borough
and beyond. We want more social
and affordable housing, more
infrastructure to support active
travel and more radical measures to
reduce pollution and minimise
climate change.

We would like to see all of the
current LTN retained and the
components that were removed in
November 2020 restored. School
streets should be mandatory for
every primary and secondary school.
We ask that the Council urgently
reinstate the roll out of its Healthy
Neighbourhoods programme and to
invest more in walking, cycling and
public transport.

We see seven main reasons to retain
and restore the full LTN:
1. It is working
The monitoring results show that
the LTN is having an incredible
positive impact. Reducing traffic by
69% is a staggering achievement,
among the very best for any LTN in
London and something the Council
should be should be rightly proud of.
The reduction in traffic through the
area is an indication both of the scale
of the problem and of the
effectiveness of LTNs as a solution.
“Before the LTN it was always
stressful walking my daughter to
school. We were dodging cars
and never felt safe”

The impact can be seen in the
increase in people walking and
cycling. Local schools report a
significant increase in children
walking, cycling and scooting. This

increase in active travel will have
lifelong health benefits for these
children and is a direct result of the
LTN making the roads safer for
everyone.
The reduction in traffic, noise and
pollution has made a real difference
to the quality of life for local people.
To force us to go back to how it was
before when we literally had
millions of cars per year rat-running
through our streets would be
unthinkable.
Unfortunately the LTN is not fully
effective due to the changes made in
November 2020. Roads such as
Ennersdale, Leahurst and Manor
Lane are now experiencing
unacceptably high volumes of traffic.
Leahurst is a road with two primary
schools on it. These residents
deserve better than to have their
streets used as spare lanes for the
South Circular.
The full LTN should be reinstated
and given time to properly bed in.
The seven weeks that it was in place,
at a time when people were avoiding
public transport was not a fair test of
its long-term effectiveness.
“The LTN made a massive
difference to how safe it feels on the
roads. Before it was introduced I
wouldn’t have considered having
my children cycle to school”

2. There has been no detrimental
effect on surrounding roads.
One of the issues often raised by
opponents of LTNs is that they
simply displace traffic to other
roads. Multiple LTN studies have
shown that this is not the case, and
that giving people a safe alternative

leads to fewer car journeys overall.
This effect can be seen in the
monitoring results around the Lee
Green area. The Council’s figures
show a 20% drop in traffic on
surrounding roads. This finding is
confirmed by observations of the
main roads. This Google maps
screen-shot shows traffic in the area
at 8:00 am on 23rd July 2021, rush
hour on a school day, which shows
traffic moving freely.

Over the last few years we have seen
a transfer of traffic from main roads
to side streets. The Department for
Transport has found that traffic
volumes on C and unclassified roads
have increased by 70% in the last
decade, while traffic on A and B
roads has fallen.

Lee Green area was flooded with satnav induced rat-running.

The lockdown periods have shown
the improvement in air quality that
is possible if we can reduce car
usage. Lewisham Hospital has seen a
significant and sustained reduction
in emergency child asthma
admissions.

Given these health benefits, Make
Lee Green believes that the Council
has a moral duty to move forward
with the Healthy Neighbourhood
programme as quickly as possible.
“My son hasn’t had to use his
inhaler in over a year. I’m
begging the Council not to go
back to how it was before”

3. We have a climate emergency.

This effect is even more pronounced
in the Lee Green area, where traffic
on the South Circular has dropped
by 20% in recent years, while the

This summer London has
experienced heat waves followed by
devastating floods. There have been
extreme weather events across the
globe, from Canada to China. Climate
change is real and the onus is on all
of us to act as decisively as we can to
mitigate its worst effects.

The Council was right to declare a
climate emergency and to adopt the
Climate Emergency Action Plan. Now
is the time to start delivering on that
plan. 25% of all emissions in
Lewisham come from transport and
getting to net zero by 2030 means
cutting emissions by 11% every
year. We cannot achieve that
without urgent action to move from
fossil-fuelled vehicles to walking and
cycling.
“I worry about what kind of world
we will pass on to the next
generation. The LTN is great
demonstration that we can do
something about climate change”

The Low-Traffic Neighbourhood
monitoring shows that rapid change
is possible. The figures in the
consultation document suggest at
least 7 million fewer vehicle
movements per year inside the LTN.
With the reductions on surrounding
roads the numbers will be even
higher. Assuming an average
journey of 4km that equates to a
reduction in emissions of over 3.5
million kilograms of CO2. In
monetary terms, at current carbon
prices, the council would need to pay
£160,000 every year to achieve that
level of abatement. If the Council
goes ahead with its plan of rolling
LTNs out to all 18 wards and were
able to monetise the carbon savings,
which would represent an income
stream of £2.8 million.
The Council has signed to the UK100
“Net Zero Local Leadership Plan”.
This commits local leaders to being
“bold and brave in carrying out
strong climate actions now”. Any
decision to increase carbon-

intensive travel on our streets would
make a mockery of this commitment.
4. LTNs are an integral part of the
Council’s climate and transport
strategies.
The Council has committed to LowTraffic or Healthy Neighbourhoods
in both its Climate Emergency Action
Plan and in its Transport Strategy.
The Climate Plan states that the
Council will “implement a Healthy
Neighbourhoods programme to
reduce traffic congestion, improve
air quality and encourage
sustainable modes of transport” and
that this will be “a rolling
programme across every area of the
borough by 2030” (action 3.2.2).

The transport strategy puts “healthy
streets and healthy people” as its
number one objective and commits
the Council to implementing 2 to 3
healthy neighbourhood per year,
with an intended budget of around
£0.5 million in 2020/21 and £1
million in 2021/22. In the most
recent update on the Climate Plan,
form 14 January 2021, the Council
restated as one of its priorities is the
“development and implementation
of Low-Traffic Neighbourhoods”.
Both the Climate Emergency Action
Plan and the Transport Strategy plan
were approved unanimously by the

full Council following a public
consultation. We believe that
removing or further reducing the
Lewisham and Lee Green LTN would
constitute a material weakening of
both the Plan and the Strategy that
would require additional ex-ante
public consultation.
Rather than going backwards, we
urge the Council to more forward
swiftly with implementing its own
commitments. The 2021 Healthy
Streets index was highly critical of
Lewisham’s performance. It noted
that LTN coverage is well below the
London average of 19% and that less
than 1% of our roads have protected
cycle lanes, the fourth worst
performance of any London
Borough. Given that most families in
Lewisham do not drive at all, we
think the Council should be placing a
much higher priority on walking,
cycling and affordable public
transport.

We saw the question of transport
generally and LTNs specifically
feature prominently in the most
recent London Mayoral and
Assembly elections. It is notable that
in Lee Green and across Lewisham
parties that support LTNs, notably
Labour and the Green Party, saw
their vote share increase, while who
are opposed, including the
Conservatives, Liberal Democrats,
Reclaim and UKIP, were roundly
rejected by local voters.

5. LTNs are popular
We recognise that the LTN has been
controversial amongst a small
number of highly vocal campaigners.
However every objective survey has
found them to be extremely popular.
The most recent Government
research, published the July 2021
update of the Gear Change report,
found that LTNs are supported by
61% of residents, with only 29%
opposed.
“My neighbours would never think
about writing to the Council or
going to a meeting but they love
the quiet streets. We will all be
devastated if the LTN goes. ”

We believe a democratic vote is a
better indicator of public opinion
than a potentially flawed
consultation. The method of
consultation that Lewisham have
opted for is open to anyone, with no
means of verifying addresses or the
number of times that individuals
respond. We have seen the national
Alliance of British Drivers and their
local offshoots fundraising and
mobilising national networks, and
spreading deliberate misinformation
in an attempt to distort the
consultation result.

We also believe that the information
provided in the consultation
document was inadequate and
incomplete. It failed to put the Lee
Green scheme in the context of the
Council’s stated commitment to
introduce LTNs across the borough
by 2030 or to make people aware of
the consequence of any decision to
remove or alter the LTN. It also
failed to provide proper monitoring
of traffic levels on A roads, which has
allowed opponents of the scheme to
engage in unfounded
scaremongering.
We believe these flaws are
significant enough to leave the
Council open to legal challenge if it
decides to remove or reduce the
scheme on the basis of the
consultation results alone.
The Minister of State for Transport
says in his letter to Council Leaders
of 30 July that the Network
Management Duty guidance “apply
as much to the removal or
modification of existing schemes as
to the installation of new ones”. We
also believe that this guidance would
require Lewisham Council to carry
out an additional public consultation
ahead of implementing any specific
proposals to remove or reduce the
Lewisham and Lee Green LTN.

It is not just funding for LTNs and
cycle lanes that is at risk. The Gear
Change report says that “an
authority’s performance on active
travel will help determine the wider
funding allocation it receives”. Given
that Lewisham remains in last place
amongst inner London Boroughs on
the Healthy Streets Scorecard, its
poor performance to date must
mean funding is already at risk and
this would be further exacerbated by
any back-tracking on the Healthy
Neighbourhoods programme.
We know that 60% of pre-LTN
traffic came from outside the area.
With an election approaching,
Lewisham voters could legitimately
ask if the Council is really prepared
to risk cuts to services in order to
make driving more convenient for
residents of other Boroughs?
7. Low-Traffic Neighbourhoods
create safer, healthier more
cohesive communities.
We have seen this in our own
community. More people are
walking and cycling. Families have
sold their cars. Restaurants and
cafes have expanded out on to the
streets. The Ark has become a focal
point and boon to local businesses.

6. Removing the LTN will mean
reduced Council funding.
The Government has made clear that
Councils that fail to deliver on active
travel will have their funding cut.
Funding has already been suspended
for councils that have removed LTNs
and cycle lanes, including Ealing,
Wandsworth and Kensington and
Chelsea. Does Lewisham really want
to join that list of shame?

Research by the London School of
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine,
Westminster University and

Imperial College has shown that
LTNs reduce road deaths and
injuries by 50%. For pedestrians the
reduction in the fatality rate is 85%.
The Lewisham and Lee Green LTN
was part of this study. Taking out the
LTN will put lives at risk.

Low-Traffic Neighbourhoods have
been found to lead to a reduction in
street crime and assaults. Other
research has shown that people in
LTNs are have three times as many
friends and twice as many
acquaintances on their streets
compared with high-traffic areas.
“Our healthy streets programme has
helped councils deliver low-traffic
neighbourhoods across the city, creating
safer, less congested and more pleasant
communities. ” – Sadiq Khan, Mayor of
London

This is the vision we should be
aiming for right across Lewisham –
livable streets for people, not
congested roads for cars.

“If you invite more cars, you get more cars. If you make more streets better for cars
you get more traffic. If you invite people to walk more and use public spaces more,
you get more life in the city. You get what you invite.” – Jan Gehl.

Staplehurst Road, December 2019

